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Over two million American women hunt. By taking up weapons for the explicit purpose of killing,

they are shattering one of Western culture's oldest and most firmly entrenched taboos. The image of

a woman 'armed and dangerous' is profoundly threatening to our collective psyche--and it is

rejected by macho males and radical feminists alike.Woman the Hunter juxtaposes unsettlingly

beautiful accounts of the author's own experiences hunting deer, antelope, and elk with an

argument that builds on the work of thinkers from Aldo Leopold to Clarissa Pinkola Estes. Exploring

how women and men relate to nature and violence, Mary Zeiss Stange demonstrates how false

assumptions about women and about hunting permeate contemporary thought. Her book is a

profound critique of our society's evasion of issues that make us uncomfortable, and it culminates in

a surprising claim: that only by appreciating the value of hunting can we come to understand what it

means to be human.Controversial and original, defying easy stereotypes,Woman the Hunter is sure

to provoke strong reactions in almost every reader.
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I enjoyed "Woman the Hunter" very much. I read through the reviews and decided to write this

because I am so tired of "feminists" appointing themselves as the official "women" who can tell the

rest of us outside the privileged world of academia how to live. I believe that Stange makes some

excellent points. But I think what is more important is the responses she has drawn in these

reviews. They are predictable which is to say that since I first encountered feminism in the early 70s,



it hasn't changed: same old, same old. First attack Stange's writing, then her scholarship, then her

nerve for affiliating hunting with "feminism." And the ever classic, oppression of any type is really the

same and conveniently defined by what your narrow definition of feminism is. How many times must

feminists invent the wheel, and yes, mention a connection with hunting and rape without mentioning

the study. Yawn...Why is it that feminism is so completely out of touch with women? If I have a

complaint at all about Stange's book, it is that she doesn't invent a new term for women who refuse

to be told by women academics how they should live their lives. And what they should or should not

enjoy because it could, God forbid, imitate men. Instead of men defining us, now women are

defining us?Read the book. If you really think about the book, you may well enjoy the book, as I did.

You don't have to let the "tyrannical feminists" know that you can think for yourself or that you can

decide for yourself how to spend your time. I no longer call myself a feminist because I am my own

person, a woman, a woman hunter, a woman who takes responsibility for the meat she eats. This

book made me think about my long tradition as a woman hunter.
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